Wings
R(A): 10-3-6-6 Cl.
Ch: 10-Rw 6.
R(B): 8+(A)6-3-6-6-3 Cl.
Ch: 5-Rw 3.
R(C): 2+(base of (B))2 Cl.
Ch: 4.
R(D): 2+(base of (B))1+(B)2 Cl.
Ch: 7+(B).

Legs
Leave 1/8” space of unworked thread.
R(E): 1-2-1-1 Cl.
Work 4 buttonhole stitches over space.
Ch: 1.

Eye
R(G): 3--2 Cl.

Beak
R(H): 2+(prev. ch)4-4-2 Cl.

Head
Ch: 2+(H)12+(G)4+(A) 3.
Tie ends to join between chain and (A).

Abbreviations
- R = Ring
- ( - ) or p = Picot
- (--) = Long picot
- Ch = Chain
- Cl = Close
- Rw = Reverse Work
- ( + ) = Join
- sep. = separated
- bet. = between
- prev. = previous

To work the legs, leave a space of thread, work the ring, then work buttonhole stitches over the space.
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